What is one thing you taught someone else during your Gallery Walk?

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

What is one thing you learned during your Gallery Walk?

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

What Issue did you find to be most interesting or meaningful to you?

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Begin to think about how the content in the cards relates to you, your friends, or your family… and start to imagine some innovative solutions!

Gallery Walk Exit Card

What is one thing you taught someone else during your Gallery Walk?

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

What is one thing you learned during your Gallery Walk?

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

What Issue did you find to be most interesting or meaningful to you?

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Begin to think about how the content in the cards relates to you, your friends, or your family… and start to imagine some innovative solutions!